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Life in the Garden
by Penelope Lively

The two central activities in my life - alongside writing -The two central activities in my life - alongside writing -
have been reading and gardening.have been reading and gardening. 

Penelope Lively has always been a keen gardener. This book is
partly a memoir of her own life in gardens: the large garden at
home in Cairo where she spent most of her childhood, her
grandmother's garden in a sloping Somerset field, then two
successive Oxfordshire gardens of her o ...more
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Penelope Lively
379 followers

Penelope Lively is the author of many prize-
winning novels and short-story collec"ons for
both adults and children. She has twice been
shortlisted for the Booker Prize: once in 1977 for
her first novel, The Road to Lichfield, and again in
1984 for According to Mark. She later won the
1987 Booker Prize for her highly acclaimed novel
Moon Tiger.

Her other books include Going Back; Judgement
Day; Nex ...more
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Melora rated it 
Shelves: books-about-books

Oh dear. Penelope Lively has got me wanting to grow roses again. Well, and

also plant mixed borders, fill containers with mounds and cascades of

flowers, and arrange some sort of a “water feature.” 

I enjoyed this tremendously! In her wide ranging little book Lively looks at

gardens in literature, painting, and real life, considering the ways they are

used to communicate ideas, convey character, and suggest social position,

and also how they may simply give hints about the inclinations of their c

...more

12 likes · Like   · see review

Beth Bonini rated it 
Shelves: gardens, memoir

"We garden for tomorrow, and thereafter. We garden in expectation, and

that is why it is so invigorating. Gardening you are no long stuck in the here

and now; you think backwards, and forwards, you think of how this or that

performed last year, you works out your hopes and plans for the next. And,

for me, there is this abiding astonishment at the fury for growth, at the

tenacity of plant life, at the unstoppable dictation of the seasons."

Penelope Lively is interested in time; it's a theme in all ...more

6 likes · Like   · see review

Jaymi rated it 

How did I not know who Penelope Lively was before now? Man-booker prize

winner for Moon Tiger and one of the most insightful voices on memory and

time? Yet again, I have been hit for six by my own ignorance (however

charming and Emma Woodhousian it may be).

'Life in the Garden' is Penelope Lively’s newest book and garden memoir.

This sterling woman is in her 80s and is one of the most insightful,

supremely intelligent and straight forward examiners of everything from

archaeology to literature to ...more

5 likes · Like   · see review

Lisa rated it 
Shelves: britain, england, c21st, gardening, memoir, library-book-or-loan

My mother was not a great reader, but she was a keen gardener across three

continents and Life in the Garden would have been the perfect birthday gift

for her. Penelope Lively is a great raconteur and this memoir of her own life

in gardens is nostalgia reading for any of us with memories of English

gardens and of creating our own gardens, wherever they happened to be.

Lively thinks that there is a genetic element to being a gardener, and that it

passes through the female line. She tells us about ...more

2 likes · Like   · see review

Katrina rated it 

This is a great read for any keen gardeners or classic readers.

https://piningforthewest.co.uk/2017/1...

1 like · Like   · see review

Anne rated it 

Gardens history and in fiction, memories, and gardening experience.

Enjoyable subject and writing.

1 like · Like   · see review
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Jane King rated it 

Read in a day! This book was written just for me! All my favourite things!

1 like · Like   · see review

Hannah rated it   ·  review of another edi"on

I started reading this book while staying with my aunt who has a

spectacular, well established garden of large proportions. I finished it at

home, where pots 3 or 4 deep line all sides of my courtyard. And while these

gardens are opposites in many ways, at their core is a love for growing and

creating. A wonderful example of the great variety that exists in gardens. No

two are the same, but a love for the act of gardening itself (and not just the

pretty garden that results) is what binds gardene ...more

1 like · Like   · see review

Ruth Brumby rated it 

Someone should have told her not to include 'ethnic cleansing' as a light

hearted term for getting rid of slugs. Otherwise her opinions are delightfully

expressed and the sense of personal history compensates for their lack of

contemporaneity; it does feel like an old person's writing. It's a bit variable;

parts have the excellent simplicity and clarity that I associate with Penelope

Lively and pats feel a little under-researched and under-edited. I enjoyed

reading it though, learned some intere ...more

Like   · see review

Elle rated it   ·  review of another edi"on

Reading this is like having a good conversation with a knowledgeable and

cultured friend who comfortably segues between a discussion about plants,

her gardens, paintings, artists and writers who have clearly been hands-on

gardeners.

It will be lent to two gardening friends who provide the same depth of

knowledge and understanding upon which one thrives.

Like   · see review

Lucinda rated it 

A book for gardeners and readers, by a gardener and reader. Scholarly,

gently amusing and inspiring. Penelope Lively’s prose style is brisk and

opinionated, yet thoughtful. I thoroughly enjoyed reading this beautifully

presented book and I’m sure will revisit it.

Like   · see review

Judith Clayton rated it 

Loved this.

Like   · see review

Steve rated it 

A great read, already I want to reread it.

Like   · see review
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